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Academic Experience 
 

Academic Advising and Planning Center 
 

 

Academic Performance and Persistence 
Retention of Provisionally Admitted Students 

As a result of initial assessment efforts and longitudinal evaluation of provisionally admitted 
students, the program requirements and supports were changed creating the First Year Impact (FYI) 
program for the Fall 2015 entering cohort. Results of assessment measures indicated that students 
found meetings with their Peer Academic Coach to be the most valuable part of the new contract 
requirements. For the 2019-2020 assessment cycle, a new measure will be added to determine 
student challenges and valuable support strategies as students will complete a reflection prompt at 
the end of each semester. This reflection will give the staff insight into these students in their own 
words and may be compared to reflections completed by regularly admitted first year students. As 
a result of the retention of this cohort of students, additional cohorts were added to the FYI Program 
and will be evaluated in the coming assessment cycles, and data will be available to compare the 
various FYI cohorts. Graduation rates will also begin to become available in the coming cycles. 
This information can then be shared with the Office of Admissions to provide guidance for 
admission of future cohort. This will be a collaborative outcome in the coming assessment cycle 
with New Student Programs. 

EDLS 100 Academic Recovery Plan 

Several common assignments are used by all instructors in EDLS 100. Previous assessments of the 
Writing Your Story assignment indicated that this assignment would be a good pre-semester 
measure when combined with another common assignment, My Path Forward that is completed at 
the end of the semester. As a result a rubric was developed to assess growth over time using both 
of these assignments as direct measures.  

In addition, evaluation of a P1 (academic probation) student's ability to return to good standing 
within two semesters has been assessed for the past three assessment cycles. Assessment indicated 
that students who complete EDLS 100 are able to return to good standing at approximately the 
same rate as students who choose not to enroll in the class. As a result, during the previous 
assessment cycle, it was determined that disaggregating the data to look at the impact of grade 
earned in EDLS 100 on ability to return to good standing might provide more insight. This data 
resulted in the retirement of the previous assessment measure and creation of a new assessment 
measure for 2019-2020 to evaluate students who are academically dismissed as 60% of these 
students earn a grade of C or better in EDLS 100. The new assessment measure will attempt to 
identify predictive variables that could further impact retention of these students. 

Strengths In First Year Experience 
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All students complete the CliftonStrengths assessment as part of the First Year Synthesis Seminar. 
This assessment provides students the opportunity to identify their individual talent themes so that 
they are able to connect with the talents that allow them to perform most productively and 
effectively in their first year. Many campus organizations and some faculty members are utilizing 
the CliftonStrengths assessment so this provides all students with a common foundation and 
appreciation for each other. In past assessment cycles, sample sizes for students responding to the 
Strengths Assessment voicethread assignment have been very poor. As a result of reviewing these 
results and discussing them among the three departments that share this outcome, new strategies 
were developed for 2019-2020.  These strategies should provide opportunities for students to 
interact in the classroom setting about their strengths rather than completing the assignment 
individually in an online format. This is a collaborative outcome with First Year Experience and 
Center for Excellence in Peer Education. 

 

Center for Excellence in Peer Education 
StrengthsQuest in the First-Year Experience 
  
Students enrolled in the Synthesis Seminar (FYSS 101) were expected to demonstrate an understanding 
of how to integrate StrengthsQuest concepts into their own personal development. 
  
The results of assessment measures were shared with members of the assessment committee for the 
Center for Excellence in Peer Education, First Year Experience Office, and Center for Academic 
Performance and Persistence. Results were discussed and strategies for improvement were outlined. 
  
Students did not achieve an average 0.20 point increase in any category of the Strengths Self-Efficacy 
Scale from pre-test to post-test in either fall or spring semester. This is a decrease compared to AY17 and 
suggests that we need to better incorporate Strengths in the OAKS and face-to-face FYSS 101 curriculum.  
  
For the past two academic years we have asked the students to participate in a VoiceThread discussion 
on OAKS prior to attending the FYSS 101 seminar session focused on Strengths. In 2019-2020, we intend 
to move the VoiceThread videos and questions from OAKS to the face-to-face seminars.  

• Train Peer Facilitators to facilitate better strengths conversations as all students will have similar 
baseline information. 

• Provide activities that Peer Facilitators can choose to incorporate in their classes to enhance 
strengths development. 

Overall students scored a 6.46 of 9 on the Strengths Voice Thread Rubric. Students scored lowest (1.86 of 
3) on the Academic Strategies questions (slide 8). Students scored highest (2.68 of 3) on the My 
Signature Themes in Academics question (slide 9). The average score across all three question was 2.28 
of 3. Prior to analyzing the Voice Thread slides we met as a committee to norm our rubric (see attached). 
  
Our target for 2018-2019 was to achieve a score of 1.59 of 3 on each slide of the rubric. We exceeded 
our baseline by 0.60.  
  
We had condensed the Voice Thread from its original version of 15 slides to 10 slides. It was our hope 
that more students would complete the Voice Thread assignment since it was shorter.  
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Despite our positive results for exceeding the baseline, we had less students complete the assignment. In 
2017-18 we had a fall and spring average response rate of 29.1%. In 2018-19 we had a fall and spring 
average response rate of 10.1%. Due to a clerical mistake we were not able to take a random sampling of 
the spring classes. Instead we assessed all the students who completed the Voice Thread Assignment.  
  
In 2019-2020 we will have Peer Facilitators show a version of the Voice Thread Assignment during the 
actual Synthesis Seminar and have students complete the questions in the 3 slides during class. We 
assess similar content but may need to adjust the rubric. The CEPE will work with CAPP to modify the 
videos and question submission form for use in the face-to-face seminar.  
  
Information from these measures will be shared across First Year Experience, Center for Excellence in 
Peer Education and Center for Academic Performance and Persistence. 
  
TEDU 205 (Lesson Plan Development and Delivery) 
  
Students enrolled in TEDU 205 (Exploring Leadership: Building Peer Facilitation Skills) were expected to 
develop and deliver lesson plans and use a variety of instructional strategies to engage their students. 
  
The performance target for Measure 1 was not met. 100% of students did not earn scores of 15 on the 
lesson plan rubric. Students enrolled in the face-to-face section received full credit on their rubrics for all 
but two items: Student Learning Outcomes and Professional Writing. Students enrolled in the hybrid 
sections received full credit on their rubrics for all but three items: Student Learning Outcomes, Specific 
Learning Activities, and Professional Writing. 
  
While the measure was not met, the overall scores for all students was higher for both face-to-face and 
hybrid courses. 
  
In 2019-2020, TEDU 205 instructors will provide additional instruction with regard to developing student 
learning outcomes, developing specific learning activities to support those student learning outcomes, 
and resources for professional writing. This additional instruction will include peer review. 
  
No significant difference was found when comparing rubric results for the hybrid versus the face-to-face 
sections. 
  
The pre- and post-surveys were intended to assess students’ comfort level with public speaking and 
lesson plan delivery. There were positive changes in five of the seven fields, with the greatest changes 
related to "I can use appropriate open and closing techniques when speaking." 
The areas of concern are related to students' confidence level and ability to accurately convey the 
components of my presentation, catering speech to audience, and speaking articulately and with 
appropriate tone . In 2019-2020, TEDU 205 instructors will provide at least two additional opportunities 
for each student to speak in front of the class prior to the lesson plan delivery. 
  
Peer Educator Experiences 
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Students serving in peer educator roles were expected to demonstrate growth in communication (one-
on-one communication and group facilitation), leadership (ethics, professionalism, and decision-making), 
and mentoring (knowledge of campus and referral skills). 
  
An end-of-academic-year survey was administered to all peer educators at the conclusion of the 
academic year. 
  
The survey data suggests that our peer facilitators need additional support and training specifically 
related to stress management. 
  
Each peer facilitator is assigned to a team, and an experienced PF is assigned as the team leader of that 
team. In addition to the required weekly team meetings, the team leader will be required to meet at 
least twice per semester with each individual member of his/her team. This will allow the PF the 
opportunity to work with the team leader on his/her stress management and time management. 
  
Providing support for stress management will also likely increase the number of students eligible for 
IMTPC certification. 
  
First-Year-Experience Peer Facilitators were expected to complete all requirements for International 
Mentor Training Program Certification to receive individual IMTPC Certification (Level 1, 2, or 3). 
  
The goal of 90% certification at each level was not met. In 2019-20, Peer Facilitators will be encouraged 
to meet the required number of mentoring hours within the academic year. This is a realistic goal for 
students serving as Peer Facilitators during both academic semesters. However, it will be challenging for 
students working in only one academic semester. 

 

Center for Student Learning 
The CSL staff has been intentional this year in routinely revisiting our learning outcomes, in 
order to ensure that our programming and any new initiatives are both evidence-based and reflect 
our plan. This effort has resulted in the following improvements: 

Addressing High DFW Courses of Concern:  

• 89% or (n)242 students who used course-specific tutoring indicated via survey that they 1) could 
identify and name the course-specific skills they gained during their use of CSL tutoring, and 2) 
were more likely to persist in the course because they used tutoring. These results indicate that 
CSL tutoring is instrumental in improving retention in a high-risk, required course. 

Peer Tutor Experience: 

• Results for all three measures are flat, show a slight decrease, or represent a very small sample 
size. This will give staff an opportunity to revisit our mission statement, and consider new 
methods for training and assessing our peer educators. 

Study Strategies Implementation: 
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Results for all three measures showed that 98-100% of students who completed the exit survey 
indicated that they gained one or more skills during the session, could name the skill, and the 
identified skill matched the staff member's session notes. From this data, CSL staff determine that 
the current method of conducting study skills appointments is effective, and other means of 
measuring student success can be explored. 

 

First Year Experience 
 

 

New Student Programs 
The Office of New Student Programs primarily focuses on programs that support goal one and 
four of the institutional strategic plan. Programs offered provide students with an experience that 
may enhance their academic and personal development.  

The timing of assessment efforts and data collection for the various programs within New 
Student Programs differ. New Student and Family Orientation are programs assessed during the 
summer months with student focus groups occurring in the fall.  

iCharleston is a bridge program that offers a study abroad opportunity to students in the fall. 
Successful iCharleston students may be admitted to the College of Charleston in the 
spring. Charleston Bridge is a bridge program that partners with Trident Technical College, a 
local community college. This program, in its second year, provides first year students with a 
residential experience on the College of Charleston campus in the fall with an opportunity for 
spring admission if program requirements are met. Assessment for both the iCharleston and 
Charleston Bridge programs occur in December and the subsequent spring semester. 

New Student Orientation 

Orientation for new student and families are two of the largest programs coordinated by New 
Student Programs staff. There are 10 two-day orientations and one Charleston Bridge orientation 
in the summer. An orientation is also offered in January for students admitted in the spring. 

A pre-orientation survey sent via email to students prior to their orientation resulted in 1442 
responses (42%). After orientation students went sent the survey link by email resulting in 263 
post survey responses (10%). 

To enhance staff understanding of student concern and knowledge about various College of 
Charleston processes and resources, students were sent a survey before their orientation. 

Prior to attending orientation students were most fearful about social aspects of college which 
included meeting new people and making friends. After attending orientation students expressed 
that they were most excited about making new friends, student life (clubs), making a fresh start 
(new experience), learning, and being in the city (also near the beach). Based on the post survey 
responses students seem primarily excited about the social aspect of college. After orientation, 
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there was more responses regarding excitement about learning, classes, and progressing toward a 
career.  

Students did learn how to use MyCharleston during orientation which is evident from the pre 
orientation response of 81% not knowing how to use the student portal. After orientation, 98% of 
students completing the post orientation survey stated that they know how to use MyCharleston. 
This increase in knowledge may be attributed to adding to summer 2018 day one activities with 
the advising staff, incorporation of peer mentors during day 2 registration, and use of looped 
power points during registration with explanatory messages. Student also reported that they were 
more familiar with academic support services and the move in process after attending 
orientation.  

An improvement to the data collection process will be made in summer 2019. The response rate 
from students attending the summer 2018 orientations was low (10%). To collect more post 
orientation responses, we will incorporate the post survey as a activity to complete after 
registration during orientation 2019. To increase summer 2019 responses, the orientation and 
advising staff will promote the completion of a post orientation survey after course registration 
held during the orientation event.  

In summer 2018: 

• 2697 participated in new student orientation. This included 2200 freshmen (includes 145 First-
Year Impact students), 472 transfer students, 12 students in the REACH program and 12 students 
pursuing a second degree. 

• 2931 parents attended the family orientation with the largest group in session 4 (end of June) 
with 384 parents in attendance.  

Family Orientation: 

Approximately 2900 parents attended the summer 2018 family orientation program. The goal will 
be to continue to high attendance of family members during summer 2019. By 
sharing  information that can be share with parents they may be better informed to advise 
students regarding campus resources.  

The pre-survey response indicated that parents may be more willing to share the concerns and 
comments prior to attending orientation. However, survey responses after the 2018 orientation 
were much lower. As a result, alternative methods will be considered to collect feedback from 
parents attending orientation. The timing of when we ask for information before and after 
orientation will be explored for summer 2019 to determine if there is a better time that would 
increase survey response. 

It appears that parents attending in June respond to the post orientation survey at a higher rate that 
those attending in July and August. August completion numbers were minimal which suggests 
that completing a post orientation survey is not a priority. This could be attributed to parents 
being involved with their student's moving in and change in family dynamic at home given that 
their student is now on campus. Completing a survey for those attending in August is likely an 
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afterthought. For summer 2019 we may consider an additional comment card method to collect 
additional feedback from parents during orientation.  

Most parents (96%) attending family orientation have a first-year student. Those with a transfer 
student attending in fall 2018 were much lower which was not unexpected. Those attending 
family orientation from in state (50.06%) and from out of state (49.94%) were almost half and 
half. 98% supported their student's decision to attend the College of Charleston prior to 
orientation attendance.   

Primary concerns about attending college included finances, being distracted by the city, distance 
from home, negative influences, safety, not asking for help, homesickness, making friends and 
managing time. Given these concerns, the staff will address these issues during the summer 2019 
orientations thru staff presentations and information shared with parents.  From the post 
orientation survey in summer 2018, 97% of those responding would recommend that other 
parents attend Family Orientation.  

The Office of New Student Programs will use these results to first determine the best timing and 
feedback distribution method. This summer 2019, the family orientation program venue will be 
changed from a large theater to two smaller locations for the opening session. This will change 
the family orientation programming and as a result may or may not lead to parent satisfaction. 
Also, because of data collected from parents, the summer 2019 programming will incorporate 
more information regarding the student's schedule and advising process.  

Charleston Bridge 

In fall 2018, 138 Charleston Bridge students enrolled with 4 students withdrawing during the fall 
semester. Of the 134 students remaining, 102 students met program requirements at the end of 
fall and were admitted to the College of Charleston. 92 of these students persisted through the 
spring semester as First-Year Impact students. 

One programmatic change based on the assessment efforts from 2018 will be an increase in the 
Charleston Bridge Student Success Seminar meetings from five sessions to seven sessions during 
the fall 2019 semester. This will provide more opportunities for instructors to interact with 
students and cover additional material with students during their first semester. 

Focus group comments suggested that the seminar include an increase emphasis on time 
management. Observation among seminar instructors also indicated that this was a challenge for 
many students participating in the program. As a result, an academic planner will be distributed 
to students at the beginning of fall 2019 and this will be used throughout the fall semester in the 
Charleston Bridge Student Success Seminar. An activity will be incorporated into the seminar to 
transfer important dates and deadlines for each course syllabus into their planner. 

Seminar instructors expressed a need to meet students earlier in the fall semester than meeting 
after midterm grades post. Because of this observation, the one on one meeting at the beginning 
of the semester will be incorporated into the seminar structure for fall 2019. 
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An additional change will be an earlier introduction to the Center for Student Learning (CSL). A 
CSL workshop will be incorporated into one of the seven seminar meetings during fall 2019. 
Given that one workshop will be incorporated, the requirement to use CSL services has been 
decreased from 3 to 2 times during the fall semester. 

The requirement to complete Third Millennium was removed from the Charleston Bridge 
program requirements for students beginning in fall 2019. The requirement became difficult to 
track and software issues continued to be an issue and source of frustration for the students. 
Given that this is only expected of admitted CofC students, the decision was made to drop the 
requirement for the Charleston Bridge population. Third Millennium can be introduced to 
students meeting program requirements and admitted to CofC in spring 2020. 

iCharleston 

43 students participated in iCharleston for fall 2018. 

Annually, iCharleston staff (Site Directors and Director) review the Passport to CofC experience 
(as well as all other facets of the first semester abroad experience) to determine what potential 
changes may be necessary upon completion of the fall program. In past years Passport to CofC 
has been revised to better fit the incoming first year student and his/her experience specific to the 
cultural and transitional aspects of living abroad for the fall semester. These changes were 
discussed among the team as noted, but also during ongoing planned meetings with other NSP 
and AEX staff members whose offices play a key role in success of the program such as 
Academic Advising, CAPP, IMPACT Program, and FYE/CEPE. 

For our fall 2019 program, Passport to CofC was revised to be "front-loaded" with information 
germane to a first-year student transitioning from high school to college being built into the 
earlier weekly seminar sessions. Previous programming dates embedded in the fall experience 
were also brought forward. 

We learned through our focus group sessions held when the students return to campus that these 
programming plans help in building connections among the participants and creating affinity to 
the College of Charleston. Both goals help retention from fall abroad to spring on campus. 

The Google Map exercise will be continued for another year which helps demonstrate the cultural 
and personal development of participants. It showcases growth and familiarity - each at the 
individual level through participants' eyes of the location while abroad and how this location has 
become part of their personal experience. 

In spring 2019, the iCharleston team reviewed this aspect of assessment and determined that the 
project will be supplemented by a more on-going experience that will allow students to journal, 
pictorially showcase their experience, and create an "artifact" that will be a living/breathing 
document of their fall experience. 

The Google Maps project is a great addition to the three semester online newsletters sent to 
parents and families as it showed reflective writing. However, it is at segmented times throughout 
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the time abroad. It is important that an ongoing reflection-designed experience be implemented in 
2019-2020 to fill in the gaps. 

Coupled with various reflective questions in Passport to CofC and using a tailored journal given 
to them at iCharleston, participants will finish the semester program with something completed in 
hand that can shape their transition into College of Charleston as well as be a record of their 
experience to show families, friends, and keep for personal history. 

 

REACH 
 

 

Veteran And Military Student Services 

Outcome 1: Scholarship and Financial Aid Instruction 
Measure 1 
Though a majority of veteran and military students receive some form of education benefits 
(VA, Federal or State). There remains a considerable financial deficit that their funding doesn’t 
cover (i.e. books, parking, etc.). In an effort to ease this financial burden, a non-credit online 
OAKS course is now offered to veteran and military students addressing topics such as financial 
aid options and applying for scholarships. 
All veteran and military students (N=210) were given access to the course. Of those students: 

• 71% (n=150) of students accessed the course overview but not the course materials 
• 44% (n=67) of those students accessed course materials 

Although the student usage of course material surpassed the performance target and increased 
from the previous year to 44%, the majority of enrolled students (56%) are still not accessing 
the course content. 
In order to improve student participation, students who have not accessed the course will be 
sent a reminder email twice each semester with detailed instructions on how to access the 
course along with highlights of different course materials. 
Measure 2 
In order to assess the effectiveness of the instructional materials, students were given two end 
of module “knowledge checks”. 
Each knowledge check consisted of five questions, with each question worth 20%. The average 
score for each module was: 

• 80% for Module 1 FAFSA 
• 72% for Module 2 Additional Federal Financial Aid Options 

Though the average score for the Additional Financial Aid knowledge check increased from 56% 
to 72% this measure felt short by 3%. After reviewing the individual scores for each question 
there was one question that 60% of students answered incorrectly. 
The question identified was: 
What type of federal loan does not accrue interest while you are enrolled in school? 

• Direct Subsidized Loans 
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• Federal Director Loans 
• Direct Unsubsidized 
• None of the Above 

After reviewing the course material regarding the topic of federal loans, it was determined that 
the course material was not clear and must revised to be more succinct to improve student 
comprehension. 
Measure 3 
To gauge the effectiveness of the course, the end of course survey was expanded from a focus 
group of five students to an end of course survey open to all course participants. The new 
survey method yielded (N=3) responses from students who accessed course materials. 
When asked: 
What part of this course did you find most useful and interesting? 

• Breaking down the way I should write my essays. 
• The prewriting section was the most useful. We've been programmed to think that there's really 

only way to prewrite and I believe that probably impairs quite a few veterans when it comes to 
getting started. 

While the feedback from the focus group was entirely positive, the expanded end of course 
survey response rate remained very low at just three responses. 
Due to the low student response rate to the end of course survey, the data collected was limited 
and insufficient to gauge course effectiveness. To correct this shortfall, the end of course survey 
will be moved up from the last block of the course to before the scholarship listings. This move 
will help ensure that students accessing the course will see the survey before accessing open 
scholarship information. 

Outcome 2: Career Preparation – Veteran-Specific Resume Building 
Measure 1 
The veteran and military resume workshop was not held this year due to limited student 
interest. Rather than continuing to press students for participation, it would be more effective 
encourage graduating students to utilize the career center and to replace this outcome with a 
new program. 
Measure 2 
The veteran and military resume workshop was not held this year due to limited student 
interest. Rather than continuing to press students for participation, it would be more effective 
encourage graduating students to utilize the career center and to replace this outcome with a 
new program. 

Outcome 3: Veteran Breakout Session 
Measure 1 
In order to assist new veteran and military students in their transition to campus, orientation 
breakout sessions and a student meet and greet are offered at the beginning of each semester. 
New students are encouraged to attend in order to receive key information on campus 
resources and services. 
Fall 2018 
Of all the new veteran/military students (N=59) that attended fall 2018 orientation: 
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• 73% (n=43) of new students attended the veteran/military breakout session 
• 25% (n=15) of new students attended the new student meet and greet 
• 78% (n=46) of new students attended at least one new student event 

Spring 2019 
Of all the new veteran/military students (N=23) that attended spring 2019 new student open 
house. 

• 52% (n=12) of new students attended the new student open house 
• Overall (N=82) attended orientation during the 2018-2019 academic year 
• 71% (n=58) of new students attended at least one new student event 

Fall 2018 
Fall 2018 a total of 59 new veteran/military students attended fall orientation. Of those 
students 78% (n=46) attended at least one new student event. 
Although fall 2018 orientation breakout sessions met the attendance goal set from the previous 
year, it was also identified that 29% (n=17) of new students were unable to attend due to 
scheduling conflicts. To ensure students received the same information, a new student resource 
packet was distributed to attendees during the new student meet and greet. A total of 25% 
(n=15) of new students attended the meet and greet. This additional information guide resulted 
in a total of 78% (n=62) of new students receiving the same information on services as those 
who attended a breakout session prior to starting classes. 
Spring 2019 
A total of 23 new veteran/military students attended spring orientation. Of those students 52% 
(n=12) attended the new student open house. 
Due to the small number of incoming students, in conjunction with their limited availability, it 
was determined that in lieu of holding separate breakout sessions for the spring semester a new 
student open house event would be organized. The event was a half-day drop-in event to 
accommodate as many student’s schedules as possible and was held in the veteran and military 
student center on Monday, January 7, 2019. The goal of the event was for new students to tour 
the new veteran student center, meet with the program director and members of the student 
veteran organization and most importantly to have their questions addressed in a one-on-one 
setting. 
While 48% (n=11) of new students were not able to attend, each of those students were 
emailed a digital version of the new student resource packet to ensure they received the same 
information as those who attended. 
Overall, for the 2018-2019 academic year 71% of new veteran/military students attended at 
least one new student event, meeting the performance target of 70%. 
Though the fall 2018 new student events were highly attended, the spring 2019 new student 
event had poor attendance levels with 52% (n=12) of new students attending the new student 
open house. As a result, there remained a sizable amount 48% (n=11) of new students who 
were unable attend. To reduce this deficit, the new student event for the spring semester will 
be expanded from a one-day event to a weeklong open house during the first week of classes. 
This expanded event will boost student attendance by offering them more flexibility in when 
they can attend this event. 
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Measure 2 
A focus group was conducted via Qualtrics survey to new students (N=18) that received the 
orientation packet at either a new student event or via email. 
In the survey students were asked to rate their level of agreement 1-strongly agree - 5-strongly 
disagree with the following statement: 
The new student resource packet was helpful and provided a good overview of the services 
available to me. 
Of the students who took the survey: 

• 61% (n=11) 1-strongly agreed with the statement 
• 33% (n=6) 2-somewhat agreed 
• 6% (n=1) 3-neither agreed nor disagreed 

 

Center for International Education 
 

 
Center for Sustainability 
 

 

Sustainability Literacy Institute 
2018-2019 operations continued with the same strategies as 2017-2018.  However there was a 
campus realignment of sustainability that occurred in February of 2019.  This realignment 
impacted strategies and operations of the SLI, slowing down implementation of certain activities 
and creating a new reporting structure, as well as opening new avenues for partnerships on 
sustainability programming across the curricula and across campus.  This realignment will impact 
SLI goals and programming for 2019-2020 and beyond. 

 

QEP 
Year 2: 

1. Switched resources from 2 half-time GAs to Admin Assistant for 30 hours a week for 50 weeks. 
(planned change) 

2. Created an SLI social media app, used GA funds to pay for hourly undergraduate to maintain. 
(planned change) 

3. IC met every 3 weeks, rather than monthly as written into the document. (planned change) 
4. SSE given to incoming freshmen summer of 2018. (planned change) 
5. UN pre-test given in all FYE seminars and Beyond George Street, and post-test given in capstones 

based on COGNOS reporting. (planned change) 
6. The career center bootcamp was switched from a spring event to a fall event. This switch allows 

graduating seniors to register for spring courses based on feedback received at the bootcamp.  A 
spring event would not allow for graduating seniors to take corrective measures in courses/skills 
gained before they graduate.  (planned change) 

7. Page Keller replaced Liza Wood on the QEP Implementation Committee as Liza Wood left employ 
at CofC. (planned change) 
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8. A rack card on the SLI was provided to freshmen in first year seminars via the FYE OAKS platform. 
(planned change) 

9. A tri-fold about the SLI was provided to all incoming students in their summer orientation 
packets. (planned change) 

10. Based on assessment evaluation of the spring, 2018 “Floodathon” Innovation Challenge trial run, 
a variety of planned changes emerged: the name “Innovation Challenge” was changed to 
“Changemaker Challenge.” This represents a more marketable name that will capture student 
interest.  Entry rules were established, as were judging criteria.  These can be provided upon 
request.  The Innovation Fellow, Outreach Fellow, SLI administrative assistant, SLI Director, 
SACSCOC liaison, and Assessment Team chair developed these changes over a series of meetings 
in August, 2018. (planned change) 

11. The Office of Student Life no longer held its fall student organization leadership summit. They 
moved the key training of this summit to an online training module.  As such, the SLI was not 
able to present and assess student learning for SLO 1, measure 6, at this no-longer held summit.  

12. The SLI had a sign-in sheet in the Center for Peer Excellence meeting room where PFs could 
request help teaching their FYE sustainability literacy module. The SLI director, administrative 
assistant, Fellows, and Ambassadors helped to lead this module as requested and when 
available. (planned change) 

13. We created and staffed a Digital Intern to help with making flyers and social media outreach. 
(planned change) 

14. The Student Engagement Fellow in spring 2019 began teaching an annual 1-credit ENVT 300 level 
class for Scholars/Ambassadors to help with the logistics of those aspects of the QEP. This also 
served as a recruiting tool. (planned change) 

15. The SLI began hosting faculty panels on TBL topics in fall of 2018. (planned change) 
16. The SLI began to award the first annual “Sustainability Literacy Employee of the Year” award of 

$500. (planned change) 
17. The SLI organized and hosted the first annual “Changemaker Week” that included a faculty-

focused event, a partnership with the Career Center on providing feedback on CVs, and 
culminated with the Changemaker Challenge. (planned change) 

18. Stephanie Visser replaced Christopher Ciarcia on the Curricular/Co-Curricular subcommittee and 
the Assessment Team beginning in January, 2019 at Chris left the College. (planned change) 

19. The SLI began to award the first annual “Sustainability Literacy Faculty Excellence Award,” with 
Burton Callicott receiving the first $500 award. (planned change) 

20. The SLI created four annual scholarship positions for students to become “Sustainability Literacy 
Ambassador Advocates,” who form the core of the student ambassadors for the SLI. Each 
position carries a $500 a year scholarship. (planned change) 

21. A “Sustainability Literacy Faculty Teaching Certificate” program was developed and instituted in 
spring, 2019. (planned change) 

22. Based on feedback from the Assessment Team and the amount of SF and SR course proposals 
received in year 1 and year 2, and in discussion with the Implementation Committee, the call for 
year 3 courses was changed to include course proposals that did not specifically relate to the 
forthcoming year 3 CofC Sustains/Solves theme of the year. (planned change) 

23. In February, 2019 the President, with support of the Provost and CFO, realigned sustainability on 
campus by placing the SLI within a larger Center of Sustainability, where OOS also resides. This 
Center is within Academic Affairs and is overseen by a Chief Sustainability Officer.  The SLI/QEP 
director directly reports to this CSO, who then reports to the Provost. (planned change)  

1. The SLI physically moved to 14 Greenway, the shared building with OoS 
and the Center. 
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24. Faculty Senate on Tuesday, 4.9.2019, unanimously approved the creation of both the certificate 
and the capstone class for the certificate. This allows the certificate to be implemented as 
planned in year 3. 

 

Library 
In the College Libraries, the culture of assessment continues to grow. Direct data is collected 
through various library specific systems and is entered into spreadsheets maintained by the 
Associate Deans. Indirect data is collected through the Library User Survey annually and through 
smaller, service specific surveys throughout the year. 

The Library User Survey was redesigned in 2019 to provide matrixed data by user group for 
satisfaction with and importance of resources and services provided by the libraries. For 2018-
2019, 96% of undergraduate students and 100% of graduate students reporting being at least 
somewhat satisfied overall with the libraries exceeding our previous student survey results of 
93.96% in 2017-2018 and 80% in 2016-2017. For 2018-2019, 99% of faculty and 100% of staff 
reporting being at least somewhat satisfied overall with the libraries exceeding our previous faculty 
survey results of 93.33% in 2017-2018 and 97.78% in 2016-2017. While we were pleased that 
those who responded expressed overall satisfaction with the libraries, our response rate of 1.9% 
very low. Last year two separate surveys were conducted with a response rate for the student 
survey of 2.44% and the response rate for the faculty survey of 3.41%. In 2019-2020, we would 
like to offer incentives to improve the survey response rate. 

With regard to the to the environment in Addlestone Library, we continue to receive requests for 
additional 24 hour access and longer hours on weekends. However, the traffic during those times 
we offer expanded hours as measured by Public Safety logs, gate counts, computer logins, and 
printing logs is very low. In addition, the College would need to provide a substantial increase in 
Public Safety staffing to support expanded hours in the library which is difficult to justify given our 
assessment. Currently, the College provides 24 hour study space in the Education Center Lobby. 

Undergraduate students expressed concerns regarding cleanliness and lighting in the library which 
echoed concerns expressed by the Student Library Advisory Board (SLAB). The library's Director 
of Administrative Services is addressing these concerns with physical plant. In addition, Purell 
wipe sanitation stations have been installed on all three floors and in the computer lab in response 
to student requests. 

Space was the next most requested expansion with the breakdown below. Some of these needs as 
well as the need for more electrical outlets will be addressed in an upcoming capital project. 

More space for quiet, individual study 13.65% 

More space to work in groups/practice presentations 11.02% 

Reservable space for personal or academic Skype, Google Hangouts, video meetings 10.24% 
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When users were asked about how they wanted to be informed about library services, they 
responded as shown below. This year we implemented smore digital newsletter emails based on 
last year's survey which showed a need for improvement in communication. In this year's survey, 
the users have designated these emailed newsletters as their top choice for receiving information. In 
addition, we've had far fewer requests for services we already provide because our users seem to be 
better informed. 

Digital, curated newsletters shared via email 23.24% 

Library website (i.e. https://library.cofc.edu/) 22.94% 

Printed library brochures, signage, and flyers 11.62% 

Digital signage (e.g. flat-screen TVs in the library and other locations on campus) 10.09% 

 
In order to continue our improved communications with students, faculty, and staff, $13,800 has 
been allocated in the 2019-2020 temporary employee budget for an Outreach Specialist to assist in 
promoting library resources and services. 

This year's focus on the libraries' collections was on providing meaningful and broad access to a 
growing collection of digitized cultural heritage materials through the Lowcountry Digital Library. 
Tracking of digitization and description statistics from digitization technicians and metadata 
specialists reported that these technicians and metadata specialists uploaded and made accessible an 
additional 15,382 pages of digitized archival content from July 1, 2018 through June 28, 2019. 
Additionally, 5,717 pages of archival materials were newly digitized and 25,025 new metadata 
records were created. Through the monitoring of Google Analytics we discovered that the 
Lowcountry Digital Library reached 47,935 users in FY2019 with 407,817 pageviews. Users on 
average viewed approximately 6 pages of material each session. While the bulk of our viewers are 
from the United States (86.8%), we do have an international following and have regular viewers 
from the United Kingdom, Israel, Canada, France, Germany, etc. Reporting procedures for tracking 
statistics were streamlined and simplified resulting in more accurate collection of data. Internally, 
we plan on using the Annual Library User Survey to determine if our digital collections are 
satisfying our patrons needs and may continue to assess different project management software 
solutions as they become available. We will also continue to track content creation statistics 
(digitization, description, new content accessible) and monitor Google Analytics to track 
quantitative use of our digitized collections. 

Our technology outcome was centered on increasing students’ awareness and use of digital 
scholarship resources (space, tools, hardware, software, and instruction) offered at Addlestone 
Library. Given the design of the new Library User Survey, we were also able to assess faculty and 
staff awareness and use of these resources and services. Based on the findings gathered from the 
annual user survey, we will increase efforts to promote digital scholarship resources and services 
by designing and circulating library rack cards, designing and distributing digital signage the 
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library and on campus using the VISIX campus digital signage system, posting news and 
information on library social media platforms, composing and distributing a digital newsletter to 
campus, and providing a series of technology pop-up workshops related to digital scholarship 
resources, services and equipment. These efforts will be assessed in AY 2020-2021 following the 
Scholars Studio Librarian's return from sabbatical. 

Point of need instruction was assessed in Special Collections and in Research & Instruction 
Services. In Special Collections, patrons were surveyed to determine their satisfaction with the 
facilities, services,and staff in the Special Collections and the SC Historical Society Archives 
reading room. 75.9% of survey respondents reported being satisfied. With regard to the survey 
itself, users found Likert scale in the survey was arranged in a problematic fashion where “1” is 
“completely satisfied” and “5” is “completely unsatisfied”. The language and scale will be 
modified in future surveys to reflect a more intuitive scale. Lighting was raised as a concern in the 
reading room. The staff will request replacement of any malfunctioning lamps and light bulbs while 
also encouraging patrons to make use of the lamps available at each public work table. Most 
important, undergraduate students felt separate, scheduled archival literacy instruction in addition 
to the point of need instruction they received in the reading room would be helpful in the future. 

In Research & Instruction Services, assessment efforts led to an increase in students’ awareness and 
use of point of need instruction offered at the Information Desk and in research consultations. In 
alignment with the 2018-2019 outreach calendar, monthly student email newsletters were 
developed using Smore for visual interest and consistency. As a result, in this year's Library User 
Survey, 95% of students expressed that they were aware of services at the Information Desk and 
57% stated they were aware of Research Consultations with a librarian. This is a substantial 
improvement from last year’s Research Services survey in which only 23% of students stated they 
would come to the library and/or the Information Desk for research assistance and only 2% of 
responses specifically said they would go to a librarian (assumed research consultation). Analyzing 
our transaction data further revealed a 25% increase from last year in the number of research 
consultations librarians held with students. For 2019-2020, the Information Desk has been 
combined with the Circulation Desk to create a shared first floor service point named the Access & 
Instruction Desk. For the 2019-2020 academic year, a new outreach calendar will be created. 
Emphasis will be given to promoting research consultations and ensuring student awareness of the 
new Access & Instruction Desk. In addition, point of need instruction questions will be 
incorporated into the Library User Survey and marketing and incentive strategies will be used to 
ensure the best possible response rate. 

 

 
Office for Institutional Effectiveness 
The Office for Institutional Effectiveness and Strategic Planning (OIEP) assessed it's four 
functional areas: regional accreditation, strategic planning, academic and administrative 
assessment, and surveys and analytical studies.  

The overwhelming conclusion from the 2018-2019 assessment data is that units/programs are 
completing their assessment reports at lower rates over the last three cycles. With only 25% 
(n=60) of all units/program completing Plans and 12% (n=11) completing administrative Results, 
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it is easy to say that these data are not ideal. Likewise, there was a decrease in the percentage of 
Plan and Results rubrics completed (only 47% and 18% respectively). This decrease in the 
completion of assessment reports and IE rubrics is alarming as it shows a fault in our ability to 
adhere to the institutional model. As in 2017-2018, there are a few components to consider that 
lessen the intensity of the lack of completion. These components revolve around the sections 
included within the audit, such as certain radio buttons, uploading of functional maps, and 
connecting outcomes to strategic initiatives. However, all sections are being completed at a low 
rate. As mentioned in the Results section, data was not collected for 2018-2019 academic results. 
It should be noted that the Office for Institutional Effectiveness and Strategic Planning was under 
constraints during the 2018-2019 academic year. First, the Director of Academic Assessment and 
Strategic Planning position became vacant in Spring 2019. This would likely have a significant 
impact on the completion of 2018-2019 academic Results. Also, the office was made aware of 
forthcoming structural changes in Fall 2018, which would likely also affect the completion of 
academic and administrative Results completion, as well as the office's ability to offer workshops 
and consultations. 

The web applications developer position has been vacant for the vast majority of the 2018-2019 
year. As such, no progress has been made with the creation of web applications to streamline 
workflow and enhance productivity.  

Tracking of the alignment of unit-level strategic planning goals with College of Charleston 
strategic initiatives to ensure there is an ongoing, integrated, and institution-wide research-based 
planning and evaluation process was not assessed as the institution embarked on a new strategic 
planning process in Fall 2019. Additionally, under the new President in May 2019, Strategic 
Planning process was moved to the Provost office with the interim Provost providing leadership 
of Strategic Planning. The target for tracking an ongoing, integrated, and institution-wide 
research-based planning and evaluation process is that 100% of programs/units relate to College 
strategic initiatives, but in 2018-2019, less than 100% of academic (77%) and administrative 
(26%) areas had related the outcomes. This is a decline from 2017-2018 numbers, in which 81% 
of academic areas and 51% of administrative areas had related outcomes to strategic initiatives. 
Tracking the completion of strategic plans and submission of annual action plans and results by 
institutional units was not assessed as the Director of Academic Assessment and Strategic 
Planning left the institution in February 2019 and the position has not been filled till date 
(December 2019).  

The area of surveys and analytical studies had a productive year, but still did not meet all targets. 
However,569 new accounts were created in Qualtrics, 83 users were provided with technical 
assistance, 7 workshops and consultations were held for faculty and staff who administer the 
tenure and promotion survey, 83 technical assistance or trouble shootings were held through 
phone, emails or in Qualtrics.  (In 2017-2018, 216 new accounts were created in Qualtrics, 112 
users were provided with technical assistance, 8 one-on-one meetings were held, and 1 Qualtrics 
workshop was provided for faculty and staff who administer the tenure and promotion 
survey.) Nine NSSE surveys meetings were held with different administrative and academic 
departments with the purpose of promoting NSSE survey and encouraging students to complete 
the survey. So far, no NSSE results presentations has been held yet because further data analysis 
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for NSSE is to be done. In 2018-2019, 7 administrative programs and 6 academic programs 
requested data from OIE for their assessments, accreditation and other purposes. 

After reflecting on the data, the following efforts will be made to enhance the data-driven 
decisions on campus:  
Consultations and presentations on institutional data will be conducted. These consultations and 
presentations should highlight the data available, as well as how individual 
schools/programs/units can use the data, and in particular, in their assessment. Create a plan for 
revising the Senior Exit Survey instrument with feedback from specific stake-holders on campus. 
Generate and disseminate user-friendly data reports in the form of infographics. 

 

Office of Research & Grants Administration 
 

 

Provost Office 
 

 
Registrar’s Office 
 

 

Transfer Resource Center 
 

 

Summer Sessions 
As a result of thorough and consistent review of student information in Target X before those 
records are uploaded into Banner, the number of error records reported by IRPIM this summer 
was down 62% compared to the previous year. As IRPIM only ran one error report this summer, 
measure one was negated and measure two was automatically attained. 

As a result of supplying concise step by step application instructions at the Summer Sessions 
website and enhancing the lawful presence verification process, the turnaround time between 
submissions of visiting student applications and visiting student registration has decreased 
greatly. Last year both measures indicated that the turnaround time was 14-15 days. This summer 
both measures indicated that the turnaround time decreased to 12-14 days. 

Due to the College's membership in NC-SARA and the fact that we are a public institution that 
offers no online programs at present, no visiting summer students were removed from online 
courses this summer and no measures were required. However, state authorizations are a 
changing landscape from year to year and the summer school office will continue to monitor state 
authorizations annually, especially noting the permanent addresses of visiting summer students 
who are only enrolled in online courses and removing those students from those courses if their 
permanent addresses are in states the College is not authorized to offer online courses at that 
time. 
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Baseline measurements indicate that most academic departments and programs are not following 
the summer session guidelines concerning the initiation of contracts 60 days before each part of 
term in summer begins. In fact, Summer II was the only part of term with more than 50% of the 
contracts initiated before the 60 day deadline. With additional communication to chairs, program 
directors and admin assists, we hope to attain that 50% measure or more in all parts of term next 
summer. Notifying contract initiators of errors quickly is an area that needs improvement as well. 
This past summer only 40% of the initiators were notified of errors within 5 days. With quicker 
communication to chairs, program directors and admin assists, we hope to attain a 50% or more 
measurement next summer. 

This year the changes we have made to visiting application instructions and the process for 
verifying lawful presence have resulted in shorter turnaround times for completion of visiting 
student applications, which shortens the visiting student registration process as well. We will 
continue to tweak those instructions and add videos that will aid visiting students in use of the 
College's email and electronic payment systems. Although the total number of errors in Banner 
student records dropped significantly this year, next year we will request that IRPIM send us 
error records more than once during the summer terms. This will enhance our ability to keep 
student records as error free as possible at any one given time in the summer. We will continue to 
monitor NC-SARA before summer registration begins to make sure any changes in state 
authorization are reflected in our registration instructions. Finally, our baseline figures for 
contract initiation indicate that we must begin monitoring that process as soon as the RO makes 
the summer schedule of courses available. The first three outcomes and corresponding sets of 
measures and our planned measures for improving contract initiation and contract error 
notification all align well with the Summer Sessions dedication to efficient/effective service to 
students and faculty and accurate maintenance of their records. 

 
Undergraduate Research & Creative Activities 
Participation in undergraduate research and creative activities has been shown to be a critical 
factor in student development. Moreover, the disciplinary skills, and the application of those 
skills, likely increases student long-term success. As we strive to increase the number of students 
involved in this high impact learning experience, we will contribute to the increase in successful 
students the college will graduate. The individual faculty mentors are the conveyors of the 
disciplinary learning, however, the URCA office provides a critical resource by funding 
mentored research and creative works. Overall, the URCA office is helping to serve the needs of 
the students and faculty engaged in undergraduate research. 

The URCA office has focused on three primary outcomes to assess: 
Communication: The URCA office continues to improve the communication of research 
opportunities for students. In addition to posters and information sessions, we have created a 
Facebook account and a Yammer account in order to communicate opportunities to the campus. 
This past year, we were able to use a student intern in the Honors College for our marketing 
needs. Thus, we now have Instagram and Twitter accounts, as well as an updated website. 
Previous data indicated that the URCA website is the primary course of information for the 
students/faculty who are applying for grants. As a result, updating the website was a goal for this 
year. Unfortunately, we don't know the best means by which to engage new applicants, so we will 
continue our efforts in our other communication methods, and hope to capture some new 
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applicants through the new social media outlets. We continued our efforts in directly 
communicating to the department chairs this past year in the hopes that information will be 
passed down to the faculty. We did see an increase in grant submissions, so we will continue 
those efforts. In addition to providing on campus opportunities, the URCA office has recently 
made a concerted effort to communicate undergraduate research opportunities more broadly to 
the students. The data indicate this information is reaching the public, and we will continue to 
increase this communication in the upcoming year, as resources allow. A primary concern with 
over-marketing URCA is that our ability to fund grants has not increased. Thus, the plan is to 
continue with our current marketing strategy, but not to increase applications in a way that is 
disingenuous. 

 
Disciplinary excellence: We have little information on the impact of URCA grants on the 
disciplinary excellence of the students. We continue to struggle with the most effective and 
comprehensive way to collect student impact and outcomes. Two years ago, we began to collect 
data on student outcomes regarding presentations and post-graduate plans. Many of the students 
who are receiving URCA funding are presenting their work in a public forum. Many of the 
presentations are local, and while valuable, we will continue to encourage students to present at 
regional and national conferences the upcoming year. Unfortunately, resources are limited and 
conference travel can be expensive. Some of the outcome data are difficult to obtain, thus, we are 
not sure we have established a clear baseline from which to project improvements. We will 
continue to work with faculty and students to develop a more accurate database of student 
success. Unfortunately, this takes resources we do not currently have. An additional measure we 
implemented this past upcoming year was  a direct measurement of disciplinary excellence by 
scoring poster presentations for those students who received summer grants. These data have 
provided us with a baseline for this particular learning outcome, but is extremely labor intensive. 
Overall, we are very pleased with the quality of the experience students are getting as a result of 
URCA funding. 

Financial resources: Over the past 12 years, the URCA office has maintained a healthy, 
unwavering budget. However, two years ago, due to the college's budget deficit, the URCA office 
took a 2.7% mid-year reduction in its operating budget. This budget cut continues to have a 
negative effect on student support. It is unlikely that the operating budget will be restored in the 
near future, thus, efforts to increase support of the foundation account will be a priority. We have 
been posting links to the foundation account more prominently on the website and on Facebook, 
but did not receive any new donations this year. This will be a focus for URCA over the 19-20 
academic year. It is important to note that over the past several years, non-URCA resources were 
increased (NIH, HHMI funds, SSM Dean's Excellence) on campus, especially in the research 
intensive disciplines of biology and chemistry. This allows for those student-faculty teams to be 
supported through the School of Science and Math, and for URCA to provide a more equitable 
distribution of funds across campus. 
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